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BACKGROUND

T

he Province of British Columbia passed
the Zero-Emission Vehicles Act (ZEV Act)
on May 30, 2019. This legislation requires that
the percentage of sales and leases of light
duty electric vehicles (EVs) reach 10 percent
by 2025, 30 percent by 2030 and 100 percent
by 2040.

BC’s Zero-Emission Vehicles Act
100% of light
duty sales
and leases
to be EVs

The City of Surrey is developing an Electric
Vehicle Strategy describing the City’s role in
enabling and accelerating this transition by
leveraging opportunities and addressing the
most significant barriers to EV adoption.
The strategy will identify actions over five
years, with a longer term view of enabling a
future where 100% of vehicles in Surrey are
zero-emission.

30% of light
duty sales
and leases
to be EVs
10% of light
duty sales
and leases
to be EVs

2025

2030

2040

ZEV legislation requires that the percentage of sales and leases of light duty electric
vehicles (EVs) reach 10 percent by 2025, 30 percent by 2030 and 100 percent by 2040.
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SURVEY OVERVIEW

T

his report describes the key findings of
Surrey EV Strategy Survey #2: Refining
and Prioritizing Actions.
This survey presented respondents with draft
actions that the City of Surrey is proposing to
take to encourage, support, and accelerate EV
adoption. Respondents were asked to rank
these proposed actions in order of importance,
provide comments on the actions, and identify
additional actions for the City to consider as
they work toward finalizing the EV Strategy.
Survey #2 is part of a broader public consultation program designed to inform the
development of the EV Strategy, described
in the timeline to the right. The proposed actions were drafted based on feedback from a
previous public survey and a series of focus
groups with EV industry experts. The purpose
of these activities was to gain insight into the
key barriers to EV adoption and opportunities to
accelerate EV adoption within the City.
EV industry experts and other stakeholders participating in the 2019 focus groups were invited
to complete Survey #2. The survey was live for a
total of 24 days between July 8 and July 31, 2020
and received 43 responses.

Public Consultation Program to Inform City of Surrey EV Strategy

Nov 2019
Four Stakeholder Focus
Groups with EV industry
experts

Nov 2019 – Jan 2020
Surrey EV Strategy
Survey #1: Exploring
Barriers and Opportunities
to EV Adoption

July 2020
Surrey EV Strategy
Survey #2: Refining
and Prioritizing
City Actions

Fall 2020
Council Approval of
EV Strategy

Surrey EV Strategy Survey #2: Topics Covered

Supporting home and
workplace charging

Expanding access to
public charging

Accelerating individual
EV adoption

Accelerating fleet
EV adoption

Leading by example

Developing an equitable
EV Strategy
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RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Supporting home and
workplace charging

̺ Requiring EV readiness in new
non-residential developments
and
̺ Advocating for and
supporting provincial
policy that makes installing
EV chargers in multi-family
buildings easier
were identified as
high-priority City actions
by survey respondents.
Additional actions recommended by
survey respondents to support home
and workplace charging:
̺ Financial incentives/rebates
̺ Technical planning support
̺ City policies to support EV
readiness
̺ Support for fair electricity rates
̺ Infrastructure that supports
persons with disabilities
̺ Innovative solutions (e.g.
charging hubs)

Expanding access to
public charging

̺ Expanding the City-owned
public charging network both
off-street and on-street
and
̺ Encouraging/requiring new
developments to provide
public charging
were identified as
high-priority City actions
by survey respondents.
Additional actions recommended by
survey respondents to expand access
to public charging:
̺ Dedicated chargers for taxis,
ride-hailing vehicles, and car
shares
̺ Equitable fees
̺ City policies that support the
public charging network
̺ Infrastructure that supports
persons with disabilities
̺ Technology to reduce wait times
̺ Chargers at major exchanges
and highway intersections
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Accelerating individual
EV adoption
Actions recommended by survey
respondents to accelerate individual EV
adoption:
̺ Referrals to established EV
ambassadors and owner networks
̺ Financial incentives
̺ City leadership by example
̺ Improved visibility of EVs
̺ Car and ride share incentives to
residents for choosing EVs
̺ Long-term planning to prepare for
increased EV adoption

Respondents had mixed feelings
about the proposed
non-financial EV incentives
of free and preferred parking.
Additional non-financial incentives proposed by survey respondents include:
̺ HOV lanes or low/zero emissions
zones for EVs
̺ Road toll or ferry fee reductions
̺ Reduced parking permit fees
̺ Free metered parking
̺ Lunch and learn test drives
̺ Educational resources for
dealerships

5

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Accelerating fleet
EV adoption

̺ Supporting and accelerating
the electrification of taxis and
ride-hailing vehicles in Surrey
and across the region
was identified as a
high-priority City action
by survey respondents.
Additional actions recommended by
survey respondents to support fleet EV
adoption:
̺ Regional/provincial legislation
that supports fleet EV adoption
̺ Strong EV infrastructure network
to support charging for fleet EVs

Leading by example
Additional ways that the City can lead
by example, as recommended by
survey respondents:
̺ Social cost of carbon factored
into Electric First Policy
̺ Access to car share EVs for City
staff
̺ Public access to staff chargers
when not in use
̺ Accessible EV chargers
̺ Communications strategy to
educate staff about EVs
̺ Overnight charging for fleet
vehicles at a centralized depot

̺ Support for organizations
that wish to adopt fleet EVs
(e.g. connection with funding
opportunities, infrastructure
planning programs, collaborative
purchasing, reduced licensing
fees for taxis)

Developing an equitable
EV Strategy
Key ideas for an equitable EV strategy:
̺ Promote used EVs as an
economical alternative to new EVs
and advocate for incentives to be
available for used EV purchases
̺ Locate EV chargers to ensure
access to those who do not have
exclusive parking space
̺ Request assistance from a
Persons with Disabilities advisory
body to review the proposed
chargers and installation plans for
accessibility
̺ Consult with organizations that
provide information on energy
efficiency in multiple languages
on the development of EV-related
materials
̺ Advocate for “Right to Charge”
legislation to be included in
the Residential Tenancy Act to
increase access to charging for
renters
̺ Offer rebates on green
transportation purchases such
as e-bikes and integrate Level
1 charging for e-bikes into the
charging network
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1. SUPPORTING HOME AND WORKPLACE CHARGING – PRIORITY ACTIONS
OVERVIEW

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

Previous focus group participants and survey
respondents identified access to at-home EV
charging as one of the most important factors
in determining whether a household will
choose an EV.

70%
of survey respondents indicated that requiring all new non-residential developments

Workplace EV charging was identified as an important complement to at-home charging and
to support those who do not yet have access to
charging at home.
While many households and workplaces can
readily install EV charging, many others face
barriers to doing so.

GATHERING INPUT ON
PRIORITY ACTIONS
Survey respondents were presented with a list
of actions that the City of Surrey is considering
to support expanded access to home and
workplace charging.
Respondents were then asked to select up to
three actions from the list that they believe
should be highest priority for the City and
provide reasons for their choices if desired. The
Summary of Key Findings on the right presents
the actions in order of priority.

(e.g. commercial, industrial, institutional) be made EV-ready with energized outlets at
parking spaces should be a high priority.

65%
of survey respondents indicated that advocating for and supporting provincial policy

that makes installing EV chargers in multi-family buildings easier and more cost-effective
should be a high priority.

47%
of survey respondents indicated that supporting retrofits of existing buildings for

EV charging by providing information and links to resources (e.g. on a centralized
City website) for owners on permitting processes and streamlining permitting processes
should be a high priority.

42%
of survey respondents indicated that exploring policies that address the unique
charging challenges faced by residents of rental buildings and secondary suites
(e.g. access to parking with EV charging) should be a high priority.

40%
of survey respondents indicated that streamlining permits and inspections for EV
charging installations should be a high priority.

Question: Which of the actions listed above do you think we should prioritize? Select up to 3 actions. (43 responses)
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1. SUPPORTING HOME AND WORKPLACE CHARGING – MISSING ACTIONS

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS SUGGESTED BY RESPONDENTS
Survey respondents were asked to identify any important actions that were missing from the
list of proposed actions prepared by the City of Surrey. Suggested actions include:

̺ Offer financial incentives and rebates for people who install
home EV chargers
Ideas include property tax grants, removing inspection fees for
EV charger installation, breaks on sales taxes and ICBC rates,
lower rates for off-peak charging hours, and other incentive programs to support both retrofits and new builds.

̺ Advocate for initiatives that alleviate the costs of charging
EVs at home
Ideas include advocating for per kWh pricing in MURBs, utilities
incentive programs and rate structures that support home EV
charging, and incentives that reduce the cost of electrical capacity upgrades when installing home EV chargers.

̺ Connect people with the technical expertise necessary for
the planning and installation of home EV chargers
Ideas include supporting the development of an EV Charging
Strategy for MURBs by electrical engineering companies and
maintaining a registry of electricians who have expertise in performing EV charging installations.

̺ Ensure EV charging infrastructure at home and in the workplace meets the needs of persons with disabilities
Ideas include adhering to standards of universal access and avoiding design elements that pose accessibility issues for wheelchair
users (e.g. raised footings, bollards, heavy unsupported cables,
high keypads, emergency shut-off buttons).

̺ Create new City policies to support EV readiness
Ideas include developing requirements for the installation of curbside EV chargers when sites are rezoned, the installation of EVready infrastructure in all buildings that undergo major parking lot
retrofits, and EV readiness in all new residential developments.

̺ Consider other innovative solutions to home charging that
do not involve the installation of EV chargers at home
Ideas include the installation of community charging hubs for
shared neighbourhood use to support MURBs without EV chargers and provide a spot for EV-curious people to meet and talk to
others about EVs.

Question: Are there any important actions that we are missing? (24 responses)
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1. SUPPORTING HOME AND WORKPLACE CHARGING – SUPPORTING RETROFITS
IDEAS FOR SUPPORTING RETROFITS IN MURBs
The City of Surrey recognizes that access to home charging can be
especially challenging for people who live in multi-unit residential
buildings (MURBs), as installation of infrastructure is subject to
strata approval and retrofitting parking stalls with EV chargers can
be costly.
Survey respondents were asked to identify the most important
actions that the City can take to support retrofits of existing
buildings for EV charging. Ideas for actions include:

̺ Provide financial incentives to homeowners for the planning,
assessment, and installation of EV chargers in MURBs
Ideas include cost shares, low interest loans, grants, and/or property tax credits for the installation of EV chargers in MURBs and
financial support for stratas to hire qualified consultants to develop strategies and complete assessments.
̺ Help stratas and landlords navigate solutions to electrical
grid capacity limitations and upgrades
Ideas include providing education to stratas and landlords about
shared circuit technology, requiring the inclusion of EV-ready elements in major electrical upgrades, and working in collaboration
with BC Hydro to find reduced-cost solutions for electrical panel
capacity upgrades and utility rates.

̺ Develop City policies that support EV readiness in existing
MURBs
Ideas include updating bylaws to require EV-ready retrofits in existing MURBs and requiring EV-ready retrofits as part of the renovation permitting process.
̺ Advocate for provincial policies that support and promote
EV readiness in existing MURBs
Ideas include advocating for the implementation of “Right to
Charge” legislation in BC and advocating for changes to the Strata Property Act so that strata councils would be required to allow
the installation of an EV charger if the application submitted by
the strata lot owner meets all City requirements.

̺ Simplify and expedite the electrical permitting and rebate
application processes
Several respondents expressed a desire for these processes to
be more streamlined.

Question: What are the most important actions that the City can take to support retrofits of existing buildings for EV charging? (32 responses)
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2. EXPANDING ACCESS TO PUBLIC CHARGING – PRIORITY ACTIONS
OVERVIEW

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

Similar to workplace charging, public charging
is important to complement at-home charging
and to support those who do not yet have
access to charging at home.

60%
of survey respondents indicated that expanding the City-owned public charging

Over half of the EV owners who responded to
Survey #1 identified issues with access to and
availability of public charging as their primary
ongoing challenge to owning an EV.
Seventy-three percent of Survey #1 respondents
indicated that it is important or very important
that the City of Surrey invest in increasing the
number of publicly available EV chargers.

GATHERING INPUT ON
PRIORITY ACTIONS
Survey respondents were presented with a list
of actions that the City of Surrey is considering
to expand access to public charging.
Respondents were then asked to select up to
three actions from the list that they believe
should be highest priority for the City and
provide reasons for their choices if desired. The
Summary of Key Findings on the right presents
the actions in order of priority.

network at locations such as community centres and on the street close to amenities
and existing MURBs should be a high priority.

55%
of survey respondents indicated that exploring ways of encouraging or requiring

new development in the City to provide public charging (e.g. incentives or requirements for developers) should be a high priority.

45%
of survey respondents indicated that exploring the feasibility of developing charging

hubs with multiple charging stations and incorporating both Level 2 and DC fast
charging should be a high priority.

43%
of survey respondents indicated that ensuring investments in public charging are
distributed equitably throughout the City should be a high priority.

40%
of survey respondents indicated that implementing user fees to ensure turnover at
public charging locations and to help offset some operation and maintenance costs of
the public charging network should be a high priority.

18%
of survey respondents indicated that exploring innovative ways of leveraging

private development and investment to expand public charging (e.g. public-private
partnerships) should be a high priority.
Question: Which of the actions listed above do you think we should prioritize? Select up to 3 actions. (40 responses)
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2. EXPANDING ACCESS TO PUBLIC CHARGING – MISSING ACTIONS

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS SUGGESTED BY RESPONDENTS
Survey respondents were asked to identify any important actions that were missing from the
list of proposed actions prepared by the City of Surrey. Suggested actions include:

̺ Develop an EV charging network that supports the adoption
of EVs by taxi, ride-hailing, and car share companies
Ideas include identifying strategic locations where EV charging
can be available specifically for these vehicles.

̺ Ensure all public charging infrastructure is accessible to
persons with disabilities
Ideas include using accessible design principles when creating
the EV charging network and associated signage.

̺ Consider equity measures for people without charging at
home when introducing fees for public EV chargers
Ideas include a tiered or exempt fee structure for people who do
not have access to home charging, low-cost overnight charging at
community centres, churches, and schools, and an EV charging
pass that allows people to charge their vehicle for free for a certain number of hours per month.

̺ Incorporate technology that reduces wait times for chargers
and encourages EV drivers to charge efficiently
Ideas include load-sharing technology that varies the speed of
charging according to the volume of cars at the charging hub and
a “virtual lineup” system at busy stations to encourage EVs to
move once their batteries have reached a sufficient power level.

̺ Introduce City policies that support the development of a
public EV charging network
Ideas include requiring a certain number of curbside chargers as
part of commercial and residential rezonings and incorporating
established policies from other jurisdictions.

̺ Install chargers at major exchanges where people move in
and out of the City
Ideas include installing EV chargers at transportation hubs such
as ferry terminals, bus loops, and SkyTrain stations and installing
DC Fast Chargers at highway intersections.

Question: Are there any important actions that we are missing? (24 responses)
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2. EXPANDING ACCESS TO PUBLIC CHARGING – ALLOCATING FUNDS
GATHERING INPUT ON EV CHARGER DISTRIBUTION
The typical equipment and infrastructure costs for public EV charging infrastructure are as follows:

Off-street Level 2 chargers
(dual charging ports)

On-street/curbside Level 2 chargers
(dual charging ports with meter)

Off-street DC fast chargers
(50kW)

$10,000 per charger

$40,000 per charger

$100,000 per charger

Located at City facilities, such as
community centres and libraries

Average number of chargers selected
based on $500,000 budget

18

Off-street
Level 2 chargers

2

DC fast
chargers

3

On-street/curbside
Level 2 chargers

Located near amenities and/or existing
multi-family residential buildings

Located at City facilities, such as
community centres and libraries

SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK
Survey respondents were presented with the costs listed above and asked how they
would allocate $500,000 over five years to best balance charging location and type.
There were no distinct preferences for charger distribution that emerged from survey
responses, as a variety of unique combinations was proposed.

Regarding the total number of each charger selected, the average number of offstreet Level 2 chargers selected by participants far exceeded the number of
on-street/curbside Level 2 chargers selected.
Percentage of funding
allocated to each
charging type:

36%

Off-street
Level 2 chargers

24%

On-street/curbside
Level 2 chargers

40%
DC fast
chargers

Question: Hypothetically, if you had $500,000 to spend over a 5-year period, how would you allocate these funds to best balance charging location and type? Select the number of units
for each below. (39 responses)
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3. ACCELERATING INDIVIDUAL EV ADOPTION – PRIORITY ACTIONS
OVERVIEW
Seventy-three percent of Survey #1 respondents
agreed that the City of Surrey has an important or very important role to play in increasing
awareness and educating the public about EVs.
Survey respondents were presented with a list
of actions that the City of Surrey is considering
to help accelerate EV adoption by City residents.
This list has been included to the right.

PROPOSED CITY ACTIONS TO SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL
EV ADOPTION
̺ Work with local EV ambassadors (e.g. Emotive) to develop EV education programming
and host EV Ride and Drive events
̺ Develop targeted outreach and programming to reach typically underserved residents
(e.g. low-income, newcomers, renters, etc.)
̺ Engage with local businesses and Business Improvement Associations to increase
awareness of workplace charging
̺ Develop the City’s EV webpage into an EV information and resources hub for residents
and businesses
̺ Explore opportunities for a Group Purchase Program where local dealerships provide
discounts on EVs
̺ Increase the public’s awareness of public EV charging network through improved
signage, maps, marketing, and outreach
̺ Leverage partnerships with industry leaders to provide information to homeowners,
multi-family condominiums, landlords, and property managers on strategies to
implement EV charging
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3. ACCELERATING INDIVIDUAL EV ADOPTION – MISSING ACTIONS

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS SUGGESTED BY RESPONDENTS
Survey respondents were asked to identify any important actions that were missing from the
list of proposed actions prepared by the City of Surrey. Suggested actions include:

̺ Provide referrals to established EV ambassadors and owner
networks to support City-led community education
Ideas include including links on the City’s EV webpage to existing information about EVs and websites of EV ambassadors and
assembling a catalogue of EV owners that are willing to talk to
people in their neighbourhood about owning an EV.
̺ Offer financial incentives that encourage drivers to convert
to EVs
Ideas for incentives include a rebate program for low-income
families to encourage the purchase of used EVs.
̺ Demonstrate that the City is leading by example when it
comes to EV adoption
Ideas include incorporating as many EVs as possible into the
City’s fleet and allowing public access to the fleet’s EV chargers
at times of day when they are not in use by City-owned vehicles.

̺ Improve the visibility of EVs in the City
Ideas include promoting and highlighting businesses that are
early adopters (e.g. car share companies, taxis, delivery services)
and encouraging gas stations to install EV chargers in plain sight
of gas pumps.
̺ Partner with car and ride share companies to help Surrey
residents gain positive exposure to EVs
Ideas include installing public charging infrastructure geared to
car and ride shares and providing credits to car share members
who choose to drive EVs rather than non-EVs.
̺ Engage in long-term planning initiatives to ensure the public
charging network is prepared for increased EV adoption
Ideas include engaging experts to assist in developing a strategy
for the EV charging network, working with BC Hydro to determine
appropriate load requirements, working with municipalities in the
region to broaden the charging network, and exploring opportunities to incorporate other green energy technologies.

Question: Are there any important actions that we are missing? (20 responses)
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3. ACCELERATING INDIVIDUAL EV ADOPTION – NON-FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
PROPOSED NON-FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
Survey respondents were introduced to two non-financial incentives for EV drivers being
considered by the City:

̺ Preferred parking (e.g. EV-only in preferred locations)
̺ Free parking where pay parking is in effect
Respondents were then asked whether they agree with these types of measures and to
describe any non-financial incentives that have been effective elsewhere.
While some respondents expressed support for free and preferred parking as nonfinancial incentives, others identified potential challenges with these incentives. These
challenges include:
̺ People may park their EVs for long periods of time in spaces intended for EV
charging.
̺ EV-only parking could result in parking violations and/or frustrations from nonEV drivers who see a series of empty EV parking spots that they are not permitted
to access when other parking spots are full.

ADDITIONAL IDEAS
Other non-financial incentives suggested
by survey respondents include:
̺ Access to City HOV lanes, EV-only
driving lanes, or low/zero emissions
zones
̺ Transportation fee reductions such
as discounts on BC Ferries and road
toll fee waivers
̺ Alternative parking incentives such
as reduced parking permit fees and
free metered parking on streets
̺ Educational incentives for prospective
EV drivers to inform decisions around
first-time EV purchases, such as lunch
and learn test drives and educational
materials supplied to dealerships to
provide drivers with key information.

̺ EV drivers may prefer to park in non-preferred spots in order to avoid conversation
about their vehicles with curious non-EV drivers.
̺ Offering free parking to EV drivers may raise equity concerns.

Question: Do you agree with these types of measures? Are you aware of any other non-financial incentives that
have been effective elsewhere? Please describe. (25 responses)
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4. ACCELERATING FLEET EV ADOPTION – PRIORITY ACTIONS
OVERVIEW

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

The City of Surrey seeks to support the electrification of commercial fleets operating within
the City, including both light-duty vehicles and
medium- and heavy-duty vehicles (MHDVs).

68%
of survey respondents indicated that supporting and accelerating the electrification of

EV industry experts participating in initial focus
groups identified ways that the City could support fleets to adopt EVs. Suggestions included
offering educational initiatives to build awareness of EVs, providing assistance to fleets in
sourcing appropriate MHDV EVs, and helping
fleets to plan for their EV charging needs.

GATHERING INPUT ON
PRIORITY ACTIONS
Survey respondents were presented with a list
of actions that the City of Surrey is considering
to accelerate fleet EV adoption.
Respondents were then asked to select up to
three actions from the list that they believe
should be highest priority for the City and
provide reasons for their choices if desired. The
Summary of Key Findings on the right presents
the actions in order of priority.

taxis and ride-hailing vehicles in Surrey and across the region should be a high priority.

45%
of survey respondents indicated that advocating for provincial zero-emission vehicles
regulations for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles (MHDVs) should be a high priority.

42%
of survey respondents indicated that supporting and accelerating the electrification of
car share operations in Surrey should be a high priority.

32%
of survey respondents indicated that:
̺ providing information and resources to help businesses and fleet managers understand the benefits of transitioning vehicles to EVs should be a high priority.
̺ exploring EV-ready requirements in loading areas in new developments for commercial truck parking and loading areas should be a high priority.
̺ seeking out and recognizing local organizations that can champion fleet and
MHDV electrification by becoming early adopters should be a high priority.

24%
of survey respondents indicated that working with industry experts and local EV
ambassador organizations to develop fleet EV education programming and host fleet EV
Ride and Drive events should be a high priority.

Question: Which of the actions listed above do you think we should prioritize? Select up to 3 actions. (38 responses)
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4. ACCELERATING FLEET EV ADOPTION – MISSING ACTIONS

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS SUGGESTED BY RESPONDENTS
Survey respondents were asked to identify any important actions that were missing from the
list of proposed actions prepared by the City of Surrey. Suggested actions include:

̺ Advocate for regional or provincial legislation to accelerate
EV adoption by fleets
Ideas include supporting regulations that require taxis, limos,
and ride-hailing vehicles to electrify, advocating to the Province
or Metro Vancouver to develop ZEV requirements for fleets, and
advocating for favourable rate and extension policies for MHDV
depots and parking areas.
̺ Develop a strong EV infrastructure network that meets the
needs of fleets that are transitioning to electric
Ideas include introducing zero/low emission zones, identifying locations where infrastructure and grid capacity can be enhanced
to provide the necessary charging infrastructure for fleet MHDVs,
and creating EV readiness requirements when new depots are
being developed.

̺ Identify opportunities to support organizations who wish to
convert their fleet vehicles to EVs
Ideas include offering discounts on taxi license fees when
vehicles are converted to electric, connecting Surrey Schools
with provincial funding opportunities available for the adoption
of electric school buses, introducing a purchasing collaborative
for electric MHDVs, and partnering with BC Hydro on a fleet EV
infrastructure program that offers assessments and forecasts
upgrades based on daily use and future procurement needs.

Question: Are there any important actions that we are missing? (24 responses)
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5. LEADING BY EXAMPLE – PRIORITY AND MISSING ACTIONS
OVERVIEW
The City of Surrey acknowledges that residents, businesses, and other municipalities
look to the City for leadership in accelerating
EV adoption.
Sixty-two percent of Survey #1 respondents
indicated that they are supportive or very
supportive of the City developing a workplace
charging program for its staff if these chargers
were available to the public outside of regular
business hours.
Sixty-six percent of Survey #1 respondents
expressed that it is important or very important
for the City to begin to convert all of its MHDVs
to electric.
Survey respondents were presented with a list
of actions that the City is planning to take to
lead by example when it comes to EV adoption.
This list has been included to the right.

PROPOSED CITY ACTIONS TO LEAD BY EXAMPLE TO
ACCELERATE EV ADOPTION
̺ Develop the City’s EV webpage into an EV information and resources hub for
residents and businesses
̺ Expand EV charging at City facilities for staff and public use
̺ Enact an Electric First Policy for City fleet vehicles (a procurement policy that
prioritizes the purchase of EVs over other vehicle types when criteria are met)
̺ Develop a workplace charging policy for staff that encourages EV adoption and
supports EV drivers by providing access to charging

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS SUGGESTED BY RESPONDENTS
Survey respondents were asked to identify any important actions that were missing from the
list of proposed actions prepared by the City of Surrey. Suggested actions include:

̺ Factor in the social cost of carbon when considering how City resources will be
allocated to the Electric First Policy for fleet procurement
̺ Encourage/provide access to car share EVs for to City staff for work-related
transportation with the aim of having fewer total cars on the road
̺ Allow the public to use EV chargers allocated to City staff when they are not in
use by staff
̺ Ensure City charging infrastructure is accessible
̺ Develop an engaging communications strategy to inform and educate staff about
the financial and environmental benefits of EVs and the City’s EV-related policies
̺ Explore solutions for overnight fleet EV charging at a centralized depot instead of
relying on in-field charging during the workday
Question: Are there any important actions that we are missing? (13 responses)
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6. DEVELOPING AN EQUITABLE EV STRATEGY – IDEAS FOR ACTION
OVERVIEW
The City acknowledges that there are equity issues
associated with electric vehicles and the policies and
programs designed to support EV adoption.
Survey respondents were presented with a selection
of equity issues pertaining to EVs and the EV Strategy:
̺ New EVs are expensive and out of reach for many
individuals and households.
̺ EV incentives tend to target homeowners and
those in the market for new vehicles.

̺ Many public charging stations are not designed
to accommodate the needs of persons with
disabilities.

New EVs are expensive
and out of reach for
many individuals and
households.

EV incentives tend to
target homeowners
and those in the market
for new vehicles.

̺ EV education and outreach programs are typically
provided in English only.

Ideas for action:

Ideas for action:

̺ Promote used EVs as a more economical
alternative to new EVs

̺ Advocate for incentives to be created for
the purchase of used EVs, such as rebates for lower-income households

̺ Public EV charging infrastructure is not distributed equitably throughout the City.

̺ Renters face greater barriers to accessing
home charging (e.g. rental apartment buildings
and secondary suites).
̺ Many low- and moderate-income households may
be better served by prioritizing investments in
other sustainable transportation options (e.g.
walking, cycling, transit, and shared vehicles).
Respondents were then asked to provide additional
considerations for the development of an equitable
EV Strategy and to suggest modifications to proposed
actions to better address equity concerns. Ideas for
action offered by respondents have been described
on the following pages.

̺ Support local mechanics to retrofit gaspowered vehicles to EVs
̺ Advocate for provincial or federal legislation stating that all EVs sold must have
replacement battery packs available in
order to preserve their life for as long as
possible

̺ Provide assistance to MURBs that house
people with lower incomes to engage
electrical engineers to perform assessments and cost estimates so that those
who wish to purchase EVs can be better
informed about options for and costs of
home charging

̺ Note: Consider developing messaging
that highlights long-term savings on fuel
and maintenance and the longevity of
EVs in comparison to non-EVs

̺ Create an incentive or rebate program
for retrofitting MURBs with EV chargers
to assist more people with accessing EV
charging at home
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6. DEVELOPING AN EQUITABLE EV STRATEGY – IDEAS FOR ACTION

Public EV charging
infrastructure is not
distributed equitably
throughout the City.

Many public charging
stations are not designed
to accommodate the needs
of persons with disabilities.

EV education and
outreach programs are
typically provided
in English only.

Ideas for action:

Ideas for action:

Ideas for action:

̺ Install EV chargers at major public transportation centres and shopping hubs and
ensure on-street chargers are distributed
equitably

̺ Request assistance from a Persons with
Disabilities advisory body to review the
proposed chargers and installation plans
for accessibility

̺ Consult with organizations that provide
information on energy efficiency in multiple
languages to develop EV-related materials
for speakers of languages other than English

̺ Locate public EV chargers strategically
to provide access to those who do not
have exclusive parking space

̺ Equip all new wheelchair parking spots
with EV chargers

̺ Use pictograms on signs

̺ Ensure car shares have adequate access
to EV chargers
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6. DEVELOPING AN EQUITABLE EV STRATEGY – IDEAS FOR ACTION

Renters face greater barriers
to accessing home charging
(e.g. rental apartment buildings
and secondary suites).

Many low- and moderate-income households may be
better served by prioritizing investments in other
sustainable transportation options (e.g. walking, cycling,
transit, and shared vehicles).

Ideas for action:

Ideas for action:

̺ Develop strategies that encourage landlords to install chargers, noting incentives
such as increased property value

̺ Advocate for broadened transportation incentives for people with lower incomes that go
beyond public transit fare discounts (e.g. subsidized access to car shares)

̺ Advocate for “Right to Charge” legislation to
be included in the Residential Tenancy Act

̺ Offer rebates for the purchase of e-bikes and integrate Level 1 charging for e-bikes into the
wider charging network, especially near transit
̺ Consider how the EV Strategy could complement community planning initiatives that get
people out of cars entirely, such as walkable neighbourhoods, greenways, car sharing,
shared fleets of bikes or e-bikes, improved transit, fast commuter rail, and hydrail
̺ Work with Translink to bring battery-electric public transportation options into the City

Questions: What does the City need to consider in developing an equitable EV Strategy? (25 responses)
How could some of the actions described earlier be modified to better address equity concerns? (19 responses)
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NEXT STEPS

T

he City of Surrey is in the process of finalizing
the EV Strategy based on the input and ideas
gathered from Surrey EV Strategy Surveys #1 and
#2, focus groups, and other research and analysis.
This Summary Report marks the conclusion of the
public and stakeholder engagement program for
this project. The EV Strategy will presented to Surrey
City Council for approval in Fall 2020.

